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MEX Mobile Release Notes 
 (Build 1.6 Released 2021-03-23) 
 
ENHANCEMENTS 
 
General 

 MEX Today module has been added to MEX Mobile. 
 
 
BUG FIXES 
 
Work Orders 

 Entering a Done Reading in the Work Order History Details will now update Asset 
Readings correctly. 

 Catalogue Item Selector will now be shown when scanning a barcode that is associated to 
multiple items. 

 Question sets and Headers now line up correctly in Work Order Inspections. 
 
Stores 

 Catalogue Numbers now display correctly in the Catalogue Listing when the Catalogue 
Number starts with a space character. 

 Filtering the Catalogue Number column in Stocktake Listing now filters correctly. 
 
General 

 When Mixed Authentication is off in MEX you will no longer be able to connect over HTTP 
with the MEX Mobile Application. 

 Borders now show around all fields on Forms. 
 Custom Drop Down boxes in grids now display their selected value after the field is 

unfocused. 
 The Quick Navigation menu now scrolls when it cannot fix on the devices screen size. 
 Forms will no longer lag when selecting fields for data entry. 

 
Readings 

 Double-tapping Readings field in Asset Readings will no longer cause the application to 
crash in iOS. 

 
Security/God Mode 

 MEX Mobile on Android with SSO now prompts correctly for re-login. 
 Custom Fields now layout correctly when a signature field is added. 
 Layout will not be affected after opening up Custom Fields on a phone size device. 
 Custom Fields added to grids can now be deleted. 
 Marking date fields as mandatory will now validate correctly. 

 
Requests 

 Requests will not be set to read-only until the Request is approved or actioned. 


